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The American financial crisis has spread worldwide; economic recession arrived 
immediately in occident. Therefore, governments of advanced capitalist countries 
propped up markets joint, but had little effect. European debt crisis break out again in 
2010, and spread up to now without solved effectly. Due to the influence of the 
financial crisis, with other causes of natural disasters occurred in East Asia this years , 
such as tsunami, Japanese earthquake and so on, East Asia governments spent more 
energy in economic promotion of their own countries, and trade protectionism was on 
the rise. So East Asia cooperation slowed down slightly. But in the other hand, this 
financial crisis is once-in-a-lifetime, governments realized that the only way to deal 
with crisis is join up and strengthen financial cooperation. Although the prospect of 
debt crisis in countries like Greece, Italy, is complicated and confusing as before, but 
the bailout from European Union indication determination, and relieve the pressure 
indeed. The necessity of global economic cooperation, especially in facing crisis has 
enjoyed popular support. In this case, this article tries to assess the situation of 
regional cooperation, and seek for the past, present and future of regional cooperation 
in East Asia, and provide some suggestions for our participation in construction of 
East Asian Community. 
The East Asian region cooperation is in the Asean led always, with economic 
cooperation for its main domain, and openness, diversity, not interfere sovereignty for 
its characteristic. Because of the diversity in economic, politics, culture and history in 
East Asia, the way of East Asian intergration can’t copy the model of EU.. And the 
fact also proved that the East Asia people really chose the multiple cooperation routes 
under the real condition. The road to success is full of thorns, but the pathway is 
bright. The construction of East Asian Community is the pathway East Asian people 
have chosen. However, East Asia cooperation process is contradictory as before. 
China as a rising oriental nation has to face questions in new time and new 
international environment, such as how to maneuver among various political 
groupings, and operate victory in cooperation, how to play a role as a responsible big 
power, also as a egine in East Asia cooperation, and make a fundament for rise of this 
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一体化的理论》（The Theory of Economic Integration）一书中提出：“我们建议















                                                        
① J．Tin bergen．International Economic Integration[J],Amsterdam,1954. 
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